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Former SJSU president gets new CSU job
By Dexter T Manglicmot

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Former San Jose State University
President, J. Handel Evans, was
appointed vice chancellor for external
relations and national affairs last
Wednesday by the California State
University Board of Trustees, said
Colleen Bentley-Adler, CSU Media
relations spokeswoman.
"I’m very pleased to be doing
this job," said Evans in a telephone

interview from Washington D.C.
"We need a voice
for
the CSU
In
Washington. We need
to position the CSU as
iota
a force in the country," he said.
"Today 1 just finished giving testimoEvans
ny on the hill about
job training for students," Evans said.
"There’s a lot to do."

Bentley-Adler said Evans "will be
supervising our federal relations office
In Washington, D.C., plus working with
our government affairs office in
Sacramento."
Evans
will
be stationed
in
Sacramento but will frequently be flying to supervise the much smallerstaffed Washington D.C. office.
"It was a newly created position by
the chancellor," Bentley-Adler said.
"The chancellor was looking to

strengthen ties with Washington. It was
a perfect opportunity to make use of
Handel’s background."
Bentley-Adler said Evans worked
closely with Washington in creating the
new Monterey Bay campus and will
continue to work on similar issues with
the CSU system in his new position.
"He’ll go back and strengthen ties
with Washington, Congress, and cabinet-level offices," Bentley-Adler said.
"Another one of his goals is to

increase financial aid from the federal
government and to maintain the benefits for the students," Bentley-Adler
said.
"His salary remains the same as
when he was president, $124,080,"
Bentley-Adler said.
After Evans left SJSU on Jan. 31,1995,
he began doing some preliminary work
for his position at CSU, Bentley-Adler

TUE CENTER PIECE

Freshmen
not ready,
CSU says

The ping and the pong
of SJSU Fable tennis
By Jennifer Bixler

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The hollow ball whistles across the table and
grazes the top of the net as Azmy Ibrarhim maneuvers to return his opponent’s slam.
Table tennis, which is known to most as a recreational sport, takes on a new meaning to those
who watch Ibrarhim and the members of San Jose
State University Table Tennis Club.
"The game is really faQcioanng at.the.higher Levels. The ball travels at the speed of a bullet,"
Ibrarhim said. "The main objective’ls to confuse
your opponent."

Subcommittee will
review remedial ed

Ibrarhim has been playing table tennis since the
age of 7. He has represented both Egypt, where he
Is originally from, and the United States in national
table tennis tournaments, and has received more
than 200 trophies in the United States alone.
His other achievements include being nominated to represent the United States Table Tennis
Association on the rules committee, being given
the award of excellence as an international umpire
and being named chief umpire of the U.S. Open.
Ibrarhim moved to the United States to study
and earn his doctorate at the University of
See Serving, page 8

By Cristal Guderjahn
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

PHOTO By COREY Riot SPARTA/4 DAILY
The SJSU Table Tennis Club was founded more than 20
years ago by sociology professor Azmy Ibrarhim. He is the
winner of more than 200 U.S. trophies. The club meets
Tuesday and Thursdays from 7 to 11 p m. in the Student

SJSU Table Tennis Club members practice in the Student Union Of the 35 Members, 80 percent are students and 20 percent non -students

How to buy a car that
fits your needs, budget
By Ken Stewart

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

You’re in college, eager to get
your first real job. You haven’t
arrived at the pinnacle of your
money making abilities, but you
need transportation to get to
school and work. You want a
good deal, but you need a car
that will be reliable.
If you’re in the market for a
used car, there are two ways to
go: through a dealer or a private
party. While dealers tend to
push the cars they sell, they do
offer things that a private party
cannot, like warranties and
financing.
I was not surprised to find out
that Los Gatos Honda salesman
Pete Rogers recommended buying a Honda. He based his recommendation on findings from

Consumer Reports, resale value
and gas mileage.
Buying a used car from a dealer has its advantages, Rogers
said.
One of those is warranty.
"Most of our used cars are
cars that were purchased here
originally. The cars have been
serviced here, and we know the
history of the car. With a private
party, you don’t know the history of the vehicle."
Based on my previous experience with new car dealers, I
have found they are more eager
to finance a new car than a used
car. But Rogers said, "We’re willing to finance a used car just as
much as a new car. Payments
depend on how old the car is."

See Used

cars, page 8

Bill to extend death penalty killed
State’s capital punishment law would be challenged, opponents Say
SACRAMENTO (AP) A bill
to extend the death penalty to
criminals who fire their guns
but don’t kill anyone was
defeated Tuesday after prosecutors and civil libertarians
testified against the proposal.
State Sen. Tom Campbell, RStanford, said his bill was an
attempt to stem gun violence.
But opponents argued the
bill would sharply increase
the number of death penalty
cases and open the state’s
capital punishment law to
constitutional challenge.
"We believe the death
penalty should be reserved
for the most horrendous
homicides," said Greg Totten
of the California District
Attorneys Association.
Totten and Francisco Lobaco

See Evans, page 8
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We believe the death
penalty should be
reserved for the
most horrendous
homicides.
Greg Totten
California District Attorneys Amoriation
91

of the American Civil Liberties
Union testified against the bill,
which went down to defeat on
a 3-3 vote in the Senate
Criminal Procedure Committee.
It was the second death
penalty measure to run into
trouble this week in the
Senate. On Monday, a bill to
allow death sentences for

drive-by killings stalled in the
Senate Appropriations Cornmittee over concerns about
growing prison costs.
Campbell’s bill would have
allowed death sentences or
life in prison without the possibility of parole for criminals
who intentionally fire guns
while committing or attempting to commit a felony.
"What I am doing is saying
that if you so put in danger
human life ... you should know
that our law will consider that
in the most serious vein possible," Campbell said in support
of the bill.
But Totten said the bill
would apply the death penalty
even in cases where a criminal
See Death penalty, page 8

University campuses are not
the place to take high school
math and English classes, said a
California State University
trustee last week.
"It’s not the mission of CSU to
be retraining students in high
school material," said CSU
Trustee Ralph Pesqueira, who
is heading the Long Beachbased subcommittee that is
evaluating the need for remedial courses at the system’s 21
campuses.
Remedial education, which
helps prepare college freshmen
for college-level writing and
mathematics courses, is long
overdue for review, Pesqueira
said.
The subcommittee, which
formed in January, held a public
meeting Thursday to further
define its game plan. Pesqueira
said the subcommittee plans to
release a first draft of its proposal this summer, with a final
draft expected by January.
Subcommittee members are
considering enforcement of university admission policies and
diagnostic testing for collegebound students.
"There is no reason why we
can’t tighten up the policy,"
Pesqueira said. "The whole idea
is not to try to punish anybody
or exclude anybody. We’re finding too many students are hitting our campuses completely
unprepared."
More than 40 percent of CSU
incoming freshmen fail to take
the CSU requirement of 15 units
of core high school classes that
Include math. English, history
and social science. Pesqueira
said.
These students are admitted
despite failing to meet the standards, he said. They are then
required to take English and
math placement tests, which
they fail at a rate of 80 percent
at some CSU campuses.
Those who fail must take
remedial courses, but 75 percent of CSU freshmen are failing
these classes, he said.
"A university is supposed to
be a place where you get a lot
of work shoved at you,"
Pesqueira said. "Education is
not a passive experience.
Students must participate 100
percent."
The CSU system spends $9.2
million annually to provide the
courses, said Pesqueira. who
claims the university system’s
See Remedial, page 8
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OPINION

March Madness: a woman’s view

A new poll reveals 55% of
Americans haven’t a clue
what the Republican Party’s
"Contract With America" is...

Arizona and Arizona State into
Until a few days ago I thought
those blanks.
Wake Forest was a cemetery and
That left only 55 more blanks.
Weber was something you grilled
Hmmm. In high school, my
the steaks on over the weekend.
hero hunk Dave Ashliegh went to
And I was sure Gonzaga was a
Arkansas for sports. OK, Arkansas
cheese. like Gorgonzola.
into that blank.
I have since learned otherwise.
Amherst, Mass., has lots of
Alter watching usually reasonable,
good basketball players. Most of
articulate guys huddling in corthe younger women on the
ners in the newsroom, poring
Joanne Griffith
Stanford team are from Amherst.
over charts resembling diagrams
Probably UMass, also in Amherst,
Domingue
for analyzing DNA, whispering,
has good basketball, too. So,
plotting, I decided ENOUGH!
UMass, into that blank.
What’s this March Madness? And who in the
So far, the upsets I’d hoped for, Santa Clara
world are the Final Four? I wanted to come to the
and Long Beach going on to a second round,
party. too.
didn’t pan out. And others I hadn’t planned on,
So Jim Seimas, our sports editor, graciously
like Old Dominion beating Villanova in a third
gave me a tournament bracket to complete.
overtime, Michigan State losing to Weber and
"Hey, wait a minute. Where’s the chart for the
Manhattan defeating Oklahoma haven’t helped.
women’s teams?"
But overall, I’m doing OK. Common sense can
"You give me a woman who can read one in
be applied to this. It does not take a male gene to
the first place, and I’ll get you a chart for the
figure out a basketball chart. One need not
women’s tournament," said someone who shall
obsess over basketball for months to come to
remain nameless (not Seimas).
the party.
Those are fighting words.
I don’t expect my chart to win. But let me tell
I decided I’d take the bracket home and get
you, I’m not in the cellar. Right now, in our pool
help from my husband and son, both basketball
of 14, 12 men and two women, I’m in the middle.
gurus.
In fact, I’m tied with Seimas.
"Sorry, Joanne, no time for that," Seimas said.
And I’m having a ball.
"Games start tomorrow so I need it tonight. Say
OK, Gonzaga’s not a cheese. But women can
in 30 minutes?"
get up to speed pretty fast and have fun doing it.
"What’s the big deal?" I said. "Why don’t you
just pick all the top seeds and the teams with the I feel bad when women are counted out just
because they’re women. I’d like to see sports as
best records?"
an equal opportunity activity.
"Upsets, Joanne. That’s what makes this so
So, guys, how about a bracket for the wommuch fun," Seimas said.
"This can’t be too hard," I muttered to myself. en’s Final Four?
I’m hoping for a California sweep: UCLA for
First rule of boosterism, be true to your
the men and Stanford for the women.
school. Well, if I can’t have SJSU, I can choose
the school down the street. I wrote Santa Clara
Joanne Griffith Domingue
into that blank.
is the Spartan Daily
Maybe SJSU isn’t playing, but Long Beach
Executive Editor.
State is. At least a CSU school is in the pot. Long
Her column appears
Beach went into that blank.
every Wednesday.
After being true to my school, I decided to be
true to my state. UCLA and Stanford into the
blanks. Then, be true to my region. Oregon,

Thus, we have a good
indication where all
the extra fat is landing...
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Campus Viewpoint

Undocumented students will be forced from college
This is in response to Blair
Whitney’s article "Court to
decide Prop. 187" (March 3).
Although Blair Whitney’s article was informative, I feel that
an important piece of information was left out.
It was implied that the status
of 150 San Jose State University
students would be jeopardized
by Prop. 187. The reality is that
students are currently being
forced to leave, not because of
187, but because of a court decision, called the Bradford decision, which was handed down
on January 17th by the
California Court of Appeals.
It issued a ruling stating that
the California State University
System will be held under the
Bradford decision which denies
undocumented students, both
new and continuing, as non-residents for tuition purposes.
Currently non-resident fees
are $246 per unit which will, in
effect, close the door to low
income undocumented students. Undocumented students
must now pay almost $9000 a
year to attend a CSU campus

Writer’s Forum

Returning may be a mistake for Jordan
Go to the hole.
Superman has re-entered the
Nobody has ever been
building.
able to guard M.J., and no one
Michael Jordan, the greatest
will. It took him five years to find
player ever to lace up a pair of
a jump shot, but in his first game
high-tops, has decided to give up
back in almost two years, that’s
on his dream of being a major
almost all he took.
league baseball player and return
Jordan should have been
to basketball, to the sport that
slashing to the basket hoping to
made him a legend.
either finish with a dunk or get to
But Jordan’s return to the court
the free-throw line. This would
Lair y Lee
Sunday was far from legendary.
have built up his confidence
"His Airness" put up 19 points, six
going into the later periods.
rebounds and six assists in 43 minutes.
But he didn’t do that. He just continued to
Other than a little bit of rust on his jumper,
roam around the perimeter like a guy at the park
Jordan put up similar numbers as he did
playing a pick-up game.
throughout his career with the Chicago Bulls.
Why would Jordan return to a sport filled with
But it wasn’t his poor shooting (7 for 28 from
high-priced, high-flying kids who seem to know
the field), his jersey number (45), his fatigue (he
little about what real competitiveness means?
had his hands on his knees every dead ball), or
Why would he sacrifice his image to all the
the fact that he put his shorts on backwards that
critics in the world (from nobody’s like me)
made Jordan’s return to basketball disappointwhen he could have left it alone and untarnished
ing.
as the greatest basketball player ever?
What bothered me was that Jordan looked
Throughout his career, Jordan has always
uncomfortable and lost on the floor, and I can’t
been the league’s best player. I may be judging
deal with that.
this one game too quickly, but people will be
I understand he is going to have some rust on
very upset if Jordan doesn’t return to the form
his game and that he is going to be a little tired,
he reached a couple of years ago.
but Jordan reminded me of a player called up
I respect and admire M.J. for his abilities on
from the CBA to fill a spot for the Bulls.
the basketball court and his competitive nature
Throughout the entire game, Jordan looked
like he felt really out of place, like he didn’t know in everything he does, but I don’t understand
why he would go back to where he will forever
what he was doing out there,
be judged on his performances of the past.
He wasn’t bashful; he took 28 shots after missing his first six, but very few of his shots were
Larry Lee is a
the best shots for him to take.
Spartan Daily
If he is going to take this return to basketball
Staff Writer
realistically, Jordan should start from the basics;

The representation of a broad range of
opinions is important to a democracy. The
Spartan Daily is committed to sharing
those opinions with the community.
Spartan Daily readers may express themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to
the Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200- wordsresponse to an issue or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily. Campus
Viewpoint is a 300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on current campus,
political or personal issues.
Submissions become the property of the
Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and/or length. Submission
must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed or submitted
on a 3.5" disk using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a printout of
the piece.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3237, or mailed to the Spartan
Daily Forum Editor, School of Journalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the
School
of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications or SJSU.

around, I encourage the 97% of
students who didn’t vote to take
the two minutes it takes, and
show the university bureaucrats
that we do indeed care and that
we should have a decision In
everything that happens on this
campus.
Just remember, when you do
finally leave here, employers are
looking for more than the "commuter shuffle." Get involved, it
could make the difference for
everyone, especially you.
Ericka D. Adney
Public Relations

reality when a $9,000 price tag is
slapped onto their education.
These students have decided
to make a life in the United
States, so they should be provided with facilities to do so and
not encounter such difficulty.
By making it almost impossible for undocumented students
to attend a university, the state
of California will someday pay
for this cruel action. California
will be losing future doctors,
lawyers, engineers, teachers,
psychologists, and other professionals.
Students who are not given
an equal opportunity to obtain a
higher education will not reach
their full potential .
To whose advantage would it
be to deprive these students an
education by charging them
non-resident fees? It would be to
no one’s advantage, and to
everyone’s disadvantage.
Sandra Carranza
Junior
Advertising

Spartan Daily
Editorial
Executive Editor
City Editor
News Editor
Photo Editor
Forum Editor
Sports Editor
Day Editors

"If all mankind minus one, were of one
opinion, and only one person were of the
contrary opinion, mankind would be no
more justified in silencing that one person,
than he, if he had the power, would be justified in silencing mankind."
John Stuart Mill,
"On Liberty" (1850)

Students should participate in elections
The election process at San
Jose State is finally over and
Marilyn Charell is our new A.S.
President. She won with the
votes of 625 students, 2.5 percent of the total student population here at SJSU.
With these statistics, there is
definitely something wrong with
the mind-set of a huge majority
of students.
As these non-caring, unknowing students walk back and forth
to classes and the Student
Union, an important point is
being lost.

regardless of their status.
It makes no sense to apply a
new law retroactively to students who entered the system
legally as residents based on a
previous court decision.
The CSU system used to
abide by the 1985 Leticia A.
court order, which states that
eligible undocumented students
could be classified as state residents for tuition purposes.
As a result of the Bradford
decision, however, students will
now be reclassified as non-residents, without any financial aid.
Most will have no choice but to
drop out of college.
I believe this law is not only
inhumane but racist as well. All
students attend SJSU for the
same purpose: to prepare themselves academically. It is unfortunate that some students will
soon be unable to afford this
academic preparation.
Most of these undocumented
students are in the process of
becoming residents; unfortunately, this process can take
several years. Meanwhile, their
dreams are becoming less of a

Opinion page
policies

Letters to the Edito
Student fees pay for the
Associated Students budget: $18
per semester, which is almost
$4.5 million. These same students complain about library
hours, organizational fees and
programs that AS. coordinates.
If more students would get
involved, issues like these could
be resolved because A.S. and
the different clubs and organizations on campus would have
more leverage. They could
prove that students at this
school care about these programs and about their own education.
Next time an election comes
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Americans are too fat...
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Increasing AIDS education
Sparta Guide
SjSU’s Weeklp Calendar
San Jose Earth Day Volunteer
Meedng

Today
Aikido Club
"We’re Back! Meetings Begin
This Week!" 2:30p.m.-4p.m.
Spartan
Complex
202.
Call 259-6816.

Buhver-lytton English Society

Weekly Meeting 12:30p.m.
Faculty Offices Bldg., Rm. 104.
Call 923-7189.

Volunteer Recruitment for San
Jose’s Earth Day lp.m. & 7p.m.
Student U11101, AS. Office, Rm.
360. Call 924-5410.

School of Art & Design
An Exhibit "The Indian Maiden
Visits San Jose, Rediscovering
&
Edmonia Lewis" 1
6p.m.-8p.m. Call 924-4327.

Thursday

Catholic Campus Ministry

Discussion: Reconciliation Sacrament of Confession
7:30p.m. Campus Interfaith
Center, Corner of 10th &San
Carlos. Call 298-0204.

El Circulo Hispanico

Gen. Meeting 11:30a.m.-12:30p.m.
Student Union, MoritaIvo Room.
Call 924-4602.

Golden Key National Honor
Society

American Societ, of Mil
Engineers (ASCE)
Structional Analysis Software
Demonstration 5:30p.m.Eng. 189
Call 9243865.

Campus Crusade For Cluist
Nitelife Meeting 8p.m.
Student Union Almaden Rm.
Call 275,6518.

College Republicans

Executive Meeting 12:30p.m.
Student Union, Costanoan Rm.
Call 924-3508.

Club Meeting 4:30 p.m.
Student Union, Costanoan Rm.
Call 997-3980.

Misty Donations & Sales Unit

GAIA- Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Alliance

Ungoing Book Sale 10a.m. to
2p.m. WLN

Management Information
Systems (IMS) Club
Meeting
4:30p.m.
Call 559-0705.

Bello.

Muslim Students Association
Muslim Movie: Islam &Science"
4p.m.-6p.m. Student Union,
Guadalupe Rm. Call 510-785-9169.

Ohana ’0 Hawaii
Membership Drive 9a.m.-3p.m.
In front of Student Union. Call
924-8900.

Re-enhy Advisory

Brown Bag LunchPinta;s1 to
12noon-1:30p.m.
Happiness"
Student Union, Pacheco Rm. Call
924-5930.

Open Mike 3:30p.m. Student
Union. Guadalupe Rm. Call 2619880, ext. 4252.

Hispanic Business
Association (HBA)

General Meeting 4:30p.m. to 6p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm. Call
383-8569.

The Listening Hour
Music of South America &
Zimbabwe 12:30p.m. to 1:15p.m.
Music Bldg. Concert Hall.
Call 924-4631.

Lutheran Student Fellowship
Bible Brown Bag 2p.m. to 3p.m.
Student Union, Montalvo Rm.
Call 292,5404.

Model United Nations Club
Club Meeting 5p.m.
Student Union, Pacheco Rm.
Call 9274255.

Sparta Guide is freely and available to students. faculty & staff associations. Deadline is Spin
Forms ayafilbleat D6H ;‘0Q
’qr.., may be edited
two days before publication
to allow for spec. revoct.ons

Majority of gays, lesbians will be infected with HIV, report says
64

SAN FRANCISCO (Al’) The
majority of gay and bisexual
men in the United States eventually could become infected with
HIV unless major changes are
made in prevention education,
according to a report released
Tuesday.
The Gay and Lesbian Medical
Association’s study found a
high rate of continued infection
among gay and bisexual men,
despite a common perception
that education among those at
risk already has been "taken
care of."
Projecting from a study of gay
men in four cities, the report
estimated that the majority of
currently uninfected young gay
men in the United States will
eventually become HIV-positive.
"What we’re seeing is an
infection rate for gay and bisexual men under 30 of 3 percent
per year. If you take an 18-yearold, that’s a 36 percent chance
by the time they reach 30," said
Benjamin Schatz, the association’s executive director. "And it

Nobody thinks information is enough to
get people to stop smoking or to stop
drinking. . . . Society has recognized that
ongoing, intensive support is necessary.
Benjamin Schatz
Gay and Lesbian Mediacal Anuclaboo eaet stive director
91

doesn’t stop at 30."
Among the reasons, the study
said, is insufficient education:
publishing pamphlets isn’t
enough because words alone
don’t help people change their
behavior.
"Nobody thinks information
is enough to get people to stop
smoking or to stop drinking.
Nobody thinks all you need to
do is hand people a pamphlet
that says smoking is bad for
you. Society has recognized that
ongoing, intensive support is
necessary," Schatz said.
The education campaigns also
don’t grapple with the emotional

Setting minimum logging requirement
Proposal will insulate Forest Service from environmental lawsuits
tal laws and free from most legal
challenges.
Gorton said the mandatory
logging levels in the green timber program would mimic projections the Forest Service and
Bureau of Land Management
have made for federal forests in
Oregon, Washington and Northmillion
ern California 608
board feet in the current fiscal
year ending Sept. 30 and 727
million for fiscal year 1996
beginning Oct. 1.
"Everything we have in here
is consistent with what this
very green, very envitOnmental
ire its
administration has
own goals," Gorton said.
"It seems to me it would be
awfully difficult for the president to veto a bill that allows

WASHINGTON (AP) Logging levels projected for this
year and next for national
forests with northern spotted
owls would become mandatory
minimums insulated from lawsuits, under a proposal Sen.
Slade Gorton offered Tuesday.
Gorton, R-Wash., said the
measure he will press for in a
Senate spending bill will dictate
only half as much logging of
dead and dying trees as the 3
billion board feet of salvage harvests called for in a similar
House-approved bill.
But Gorton said his version
would order the Forest Service
to meet logging quotas for live
"green" timber in the Pacific
Northwest’s federal forests as
well, exempt from environmen-

Police failed to provide protection, victim says
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Belinda Johnson was a typical
domestic violence emergency
bloody, battered and moments
out of the reach of the man she
said was trying to kill her.
When she sought help from
the San Francisco police, she
said the message she got was:
We don’t have time.
But Johnson, 32, was not a
typical victim. She has comforted scores of victims as a L ounselor with the city’s Critical
Incident Response Team, and
she is the granddaughter of San
Francisco Supervisor Willie
Kennedy.
Now she is filing a formal
complaint charging that when
she desperately sought police
help last Thursday, they failed
to offer her basic protection.
She says the officers told her
to go home to her husband and
twice refused to arrest him. She
says action could have prevented an arson fire that burned her
house to the ground.
Her husband, Aaron Johnson,
28, is a suspect in the fire,
police say. He’s now in custody
on domestic violence charges.
He was arrested Friday. A jail
official said he was booked on
felony charges of corporal
Injury to his spouse, threat with
Intent to terrorize, kidnapping,
false imprisonment, child cruelty and violating probation.
"I know there are cases of
people who cry wolf, but when
somebody’s bleeding in front of
you and crying for help ..."
Johnson said Monday. "It’s their
job to help."
Police officials refused to
comment.
The Police Department’s written policy on domestic violence,
however, says officers must
offer people complaining of
domestic violence the chance to
make a citizen’s arrest.

The handling of Johnson’s case
could bring renewed scrutiny of
how police deal with domestic
violence calls. Already, Supervisor Kennedy has asked the city
attorney’s office to investigate
"to see if there’s something we
can do as legislators."
Belinda Johnson, who has
four young children, had filed
for divorce from her husband,
who had moved out of their
house in Hunters Point.
I.ast Thursday, she said, he
appeared inside the house
"screaming and yelling. ... He
said, ’I want you to stop the
divorce."
"I turned my head, and the
next thing I saw was black," she
said. "He was hitting me left to
right, left to right. I slid on the
floor. I heard the baby screaming.
"I couldn’t see straight. I
couldn’t get up."
Her husband, she said, was
yelling, "Now, I’m going to
prison.... One of us is gonna die
today. It has to be like that. One
of us is gonna die."
She tried to calm him, telling
him her 5-year-old son needed
lunch at school.
Aaron Johnson took the 3year-old and ordered her into
the car, she says. When he
arrived at school, he got out to
deliver the lunch. Johnson says
she drove off with her youngest.
"He started yelling, ’I’ll kill
you.’ With one leap, he jumped
the fence, and I heard the kids
at the school screaming," she
said.
Within five blocks, she saw
two police cars parked at a
restaurant on Third Street. She
says she pulled over, telling one
officer her husband had beaten
her and was trying to kill her.
"He said, ’There’s nothing we
can do ... We just got another
call right now. Why don’t you go
back to the house and wait, and

gravity of living through the
AIDS epidemic, the report said.
"Four word slogans on the
sides of buses are of little use
when souls suffer horrors," said
San Francisco anti-AIDS activist
Eric Rotes.
Federal statues which prohibit the "promotion of homosexuality" also make realistic education efforts difficult, Schatz said.
"Since the beginning of the
epidemic there’s been this
whole Jesse Helms mentality
that we can’t promote homosexuality," he said. "But how can
we talk about sexuality without
talking about homosexuality?

It’s caused prevention groups to
censor their efforts."
With rates of HIV infection
among gay men as high as 50
percent in some cities, staying
uninfected can seem a hopeless
task, he said.
"As long as society continues
to send the message that gay
men and lesbians are second
class and despicable, they won’t
have the strength to protect
each other," said Schatz.
In addition, the medical group
said that education efforts are
not being directed at some of
the people most at risk. Despite
the fact that gay men make up
the largest single AIDS-infected
population in the country, less
than 5 percent of the education
funding nationwide is targeted
at them.
"The
vast
majority
of
resources have been directed
towards targeting the low-risk
’general population." said Pat
Franks, a researcher in health
policy studies at the University
of California at San Francisco.

him to keep his own promises," which exceeded 5 billion board
he said.
feet before federal judges found
The difference is the Clinton those activities to be in violaadministration has indicated it tion of U.S. environmental laws.
will reach those goals only if it
Last year, the Forest Service
can do so within the confines of sold 247 million board feet of
existing environmental laws. timber on national forests in the
The administration opposes region.
The House approach to salefforts to insulate federal logging from citizens appeals and vage logging orders the Forest
Service and BLM to come up
legal challenges.
Gorton said his plan. which with about 3 billion board feet
exempts the logging from many of salvage timber in each of the
environmental laws, "protects next two years double the 1.5
them from a very, very wide billion planned.
Gorton said his proposal
range of legal challenges."
H,e-said the mandated logging sticks with 3 billion as a goal for
quotas’still would be below the ’ salvage timber, but would set
1.1 billion board feet in annual 1.5 billion as the minimum. He
harvests Clinton projected for said he shared concerns voiced
those forests over the next 10 by Forest Service officials that it
years when he unveiled his would be impossible to reach
Northwest forest protection the 3 billion level that quickly.
"I don’t like to make promises
plan two years ago.
They also are well below the I don’t think I can keep," Gorton
annual averages of the 1980s, said.

Detective Belinda Kerr, investigating domestic violence
charges against Aaron Johnson,
says an officer who asked a victim of such a crime to wait for
another officer could be following police procedure depending on the urgency of the calls
involved.
Ken Tyson, of the San
Francisco Neighborhood Legal
Assistance Foundation, agrees.
"It depends on what the call
was," said Tyson, who has
helped train officers on domestic violence issues. "For all I
know it was an armed robbery. If
It was a call to respond to a dog
barking, I think they blew it."
If the officer saw Johnson’s
husband, however, and did not
offer to arrest him, this could be
Interpreted as a violation of policy, Tyson says.

I’ll dispatch a unit, she
recalled.
The officer asked for a
description. Johnson told the
cop he was "on his way down
Third Street right now" to find
her. The officer, she said, told
her to wait across the street in a
laundromat.
Terrified and fed up, she says,
she drove to the Potrero police
station.
There, she says, an officer
made her wait in the lobby;
another finally offered to help
and called an ambulance.
The two were standing on the
station’s front steps when "I
hear a loud screech," Johnson
said. Her husband made a Uturn and slowed in front of the
station. Johnson says she
yelled, "There he is!"
"There’s nothing we can do
about it now," Johnson says the
officer told her. "We’re gonna
have to just let him go, because
we need a warrant to arrest."
At St, Luke’s Hospital emergency room, "I heard my mother screaming," Johnson said.
"My mom said, ’He blew up the
house."
Fire investigators say the
blaze was arson. Neighbors told
police they’d seen Aaron Johnson speeding from the house
Just before an explosion.
Capt. Tim Hettrich, commanding officer at Potrero station,
said Monday he knew nothing of
Johnson’s allegations, but said
the officer Johnson had talked
to had written a report.
"Anything I would say now
would be Monday morning
quarterbacking," he said. "My
suggestion to her would be to
file a complaint with our Office
of Citizen Complaints."
Johnson says she will. Such a
complaint triggers an investigation by the civilian watchdog
agency.

Offer your fellow students
service they will always need.

OPPORTUNITY
You can help them publish
their career desires and
educational accomplishments
in front of over 25,000 of the
nations largest employers.

BECOME A PARTNER!
We will help you start your own
business, representing Career Shop
to students searching for a career.

AREER

NOP

National On-lint Career Databank.,
For an Immediate Interview
confute Tenkee, Inn.

800-639-2060

The PEP Center and GAMMA encourage you to

WIN a GEO Tracker
Sign up in front of the Student Book Store

today

between 10:30 a.m. to 2:(X) p.m.

Prizes sponsored by:
San Jose Symphony
Jack in the Box

San Jose Cleveland Ballet

Wherehouse

Classic Car Wash
Target

Disneyland

Paramount’s Great America

Longs Drug Store

TOGO’s San Jose State

Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream

Q-Zar

SPRING BREAK ’95
Responsible Choices = Smart Choices
PEP Center 924-5945, Administration Bldg,. 222A
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Come see the other side of town.

Think Si
--, Now thi

Best Live Music!!
Every Tuesday Night - Getting Even
Friday Night - March 24 The Zoo

Now call
for !nor

Saturday Night - March 25 Floyd’s Ordeal
Unlimited Parking
No Cover
Pool Table Dart Board NTN Trivia
CD Juke Box
Home of KS)0 Love Connection
For Promotion Parties + Special Events
Call 408 378-8866

e

UCH IDA
TRAVEL

I!

FULL SERVICE AGENCY

Happy Hour
7 Days a Week
$1.00 Drafts

ALA
Converse
PUMA
ALP BOOTS
Dr. Marten

NIKE
Reebok
ADIDAS
AVIA
Sketchers

$1.75 Margarita
4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

"We dare you to have this much fun!"

3248 Suite A White Rd.
Son Jose, CA 95148
(Corner of fiber IR White Rd.)
(408) 170.6060

408 378-8866
1600 Saratoga Ave., San Jose
(Located in the Watergate Mall)

198 Jackson St. San Jose NI F 8:30
Phone: 408-293-3399 .Fax: 4

2206 Business Cr.
Son Jose, CA 95128
(Corner of Bascom &Steven’s Creek)
(408) 180-0608

Hurry! Purchase I’iC1Cis By May 15.

ANTERPRISE:
THE ENTERPRISE TEAM has
opportunities for you!! We are looking for
graduating seniors who are sales oriented and self motivated and want a career in Management. Ideal candidates
will have work experience in sales, customer service, fastpaced retail, participated in team sports, or helo leadership roles in student clubs. If your interested in a career
with an industry leader that will provide tremendous
opportunities

SIGN UP AT THE
CAREER CENTER TODAY!
Representatives from the Bay Area
will be conducting interviews on:
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Discover Amtrak’s
America For $228
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Announcing /1mtrak’s Special All Aboard America Fares!
Amtrak’s All Abi cad America Fares are a better value
than ever. For lust one lose price, stop in as many cities

at .5\f. 121-5684, well put togetlwt complete vacation
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1 -800-USA -RAIL.
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Sports & Fitness Expo
50,000 Square Feet of Fitness Fun!
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Rock Climbing Wall
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In addition to the feature displays, local retailers
will be showing new products, offering special
discounts and displaying an ecclectic array of
state -of-the art products.
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Ongoing presentations in Volleyball, Soccer and
Basketball. Try your hand at the "Hoop-it -up"
contest and be one of four daily winners for a
free team in their upcoming tournament.
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TEAM COURT

Footbag tryouts, demonstrations and games
on an official size Footbag Court. Both team
and freestyle events highlighted by World
Champion Julie McClung. There will also be
a Junior Footbag area.
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Kirkwood: 835

San Ramon
(510)275-1010

Scuba, Kayaking, White-water rafting and the
exciting new Mono-fin will be featured throughout both days as well as water fitness programs.

Bhng your useable sports equipment to the
KNBR booth and receive 50% off all Foghorn
Press Sports Books. Equipment will be
donated to the City of San Jose High School
Sports Programs.

Sirvtlie

Concord
(510)674-0174

etc. recipe ::64

See "Strong Arm" the hottest new portable
pitching machine! Designed for both athletes
and backyard enthusiasts. Be a participant not
just a spectator! Also visit "Sluggs" the
personal pitching system. A pitching machine
and a portable batting cage at an affordable
price. For details call 1 -800-JUMP-USA.

EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE

WOE&

SAVE
$5

SAVE

$5

Any mounmin

BATTING CAGE

Gymnastics obstacle course and trampoline
will be a few of the activities that children can
participate in. Children can try -out play
equipment displayed by Creative Play
Systems and Fun Jump for the younger set.
Free children’s fingerprinting will be available
by John Hancock. Demonstrations, activities
and membership information for the Santa
Clara Youth Alliance will also be available.
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MOUNTAIN BIKE COURSE

Come prepared to tryout the climbing wall.
Demos by City Rock, Comp Wall, and
Pacific Edge.
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NOW SELLING SQUAW VALLEY & KIRKWOOD UFT TICKETS

A creative and challenging area devoted to
testing not only new suspension technology, as
well as the riders skills. Demos and training
advice from the pros of the VolvoiCannondale
racing team. Meet Tinker Juarez and fellow
team mates on Sunday.
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Arizona preparing for first regional semi-final
in 20 years; Wake Forest concerned with Reeves
"The 4-23 Spartans were 1-2 in
games Coach Stan Morrison got
a technical foul. If he got one in
all 27 games, the Spartans mayhave went 9-17."
Or "The Spartans basketball
media guide said SJSU guard
Alfonso DeLaNuez "has major
college experience in the playmaking role." Unfortunatly due
to the overwhelming depth of
this year’s squad, he played 63
minutes the entire season."
The Spartan Daily sports
department invites students,
faculty, athletes, and coaches to
express opinions concerning its
editorial content positive or
negative.
Any letter for the sports section should mailed or dropped
off in the Letter to the Editor’s
box in the Spartan Daily newsroom, Dwight Bente’ Hall 209.
Make sure it clearly states that

its destination is the sports department.
If mailed, please address the
envelope: Sports Editor, Spartan
Daily, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose
University,
One
State
Washington Square, San Jose,
CA 95192, or fax articles to
(408) 924-3237.
Articles sent must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major, or
title.
All entries should be less
than 250 words. Submissions
should be typed or submitted
on a 3.5-inch disk using
Word
on
the
Microsoft
Macintosh, including a printed
copy.
Submissions become property of the Spartan Daily and will
be edited for clarity, grammar,
libel and length.
associated students

campus
recreation
student activities

TO SIGN UP FOR FLOOR HOCKEY. STOP BY
STUDENT ACTIVITIES TO PICK

-UP A TEAM

;
A TI AM
PACKET OR SIGN UP ON THE FREE AGENT LIST
!SI
WELL FIND A TEAM FOR YOU!) NEXT PAY YOUR
FEES AT ASSOCIATED STUDENTS BUSINESS
OFFICE THEN BRING THE RECIEPT

AND

I AND

COMPLETED PACKET BACK TO STUDENT
NT
ACTIVITIES

Activities
DIVISIONS

Students

SIGN-UPS END MARCH

COED
MEN’S
WOMEN’S
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(AP) For Arizona State coach
Bill Frieder, it was a press conference in the truest sense of
the word. He talked about
Kentucky’s press, then he talked
about his own press.
Then, pressed to explain the
Final Four T-shirt he wore, he
replied: "It’s not a statement. It’s
a goal."
Frieder will be taking Arizona
State to its first regional semifinal in 20 years when the Sun
Devils (24-8) meet Kentucky (27Ala.,
Birmingham,
in
4)
Thursday night.
Arizona State-Kentucky will
be the nightcap of the Southeast
Regional doubleheader. The
first game sends Georgetown
(21-9) against North Carolina
(26-5).
The other Thursday regional
semifinal is in the West at
Oakland, Calif., where UCLA (272) plays Mississippi State (22-7)
and Maryland (26-7) plays
Connecticut (27-4).
Friday night, it’s Wake Forest
(26-5) vs. Oklahoma State (25-9)
vs.
(24-7)
Tulsa
and
Massachusetts (28-4) in the East
Regional semifinals at East
Rutherford, N.J., and Memphis
(24.9) vs. Arkansas (29-6) and
Kansas (25-5) vs. Virginia (24-8)
in the Midwest Regional at
Kansas City.
"It’s important for us to
attack the press and to get anything that we can get out of
transition," Frieder said. "That’s
a real must, but then when we
get into the halfcourt, it’s very
important for us to read the
defenses, know what’s going on,
and to not take the first quick
shot if 15 seconds later you
could have gotten a much better shot."
In the West, Connecticut
coach Jim Calhoun still had his
team in Reno, Nev., preparing
for Maryland All-American Joe
Smith.
"We’ve been here for about 36
hours trying to rest the kids a
little bit," Calhoun said.
Maryland advanced to the
regional semis with an 82-68 victory over Texas in which Smith
had 31 points, 21 rebounds,
seven blocks and four steals.
"He plays unselfishly. He’s
just a terrific basketball player,"
Calhoun said. "We have an
awful lot of work to do to try to
stop them."
The Huskies are making their
fourth appearance in six years
in the round of 16.
In the East, Wake Forest
coach Dave Odom has a problem similar to Calhoun’s. That
problem’s name is Bryant
Reeves, Oklahoma State’s 7-foot,
292-pound center.
"The best thing he does is
catch and pass," Odom said. "I
think that’s a tremendous compliment for a big man because

basketball

101

we know he scores, we know he
rebounds and we know he’s a
physical presence on defense.
But I’ve never heard anyone say
he’s the best passing big man in
the country."

Wake Forest, the top seed in
the East, has won 12 in a row.
Speaking of Reeves, the last
time he played against Kansas,
the Jayhawks held him scoreless for the first time in four
years. This time, Virginia faces
the vaunted Kansas defense.
The Cavaliers have several
players who could step up.
Junior Burroughs enters the

game as Virginia’s top scorer,
averaging 18 points per game,
including 36 against Georgia
Tech in the first round of the
ACC tournament. Guard Harold
Deane turned in three 28-point
performances this season.
Only 10 opponents have shot
better than 40 percent overall
against Kansas this season and
none has hit 50 percent.

A shoulder to lean on

PHOTO BY RONDA BRADFORD SPECIAL TO THE

SPARTAN DAILY

Paul Y. Lee and Linn Luong do cool down stretches on Ramos Fernando’s beginning tae kwon do
class. The class is held Tuesdays and Thursdays in the Event Center.
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Athletes score academically with services offered
Nora Profit Ross
Sparta Daily Stall Writer

Student Athletic Support
Services (SASS), a referral program that monitors the academic and personal progress of student-athletes, was created in
1988 under SJSU’s Division of
Intercollegiate Athletics.
SASS was designed to provide
student-athletes with the assistance necessary for them to be
both good athletes and students.
"The athletic community recognized long ago that student athletes faced more of a challenge
than
regular
undergraduate students," said
Tom Brennan, SJSU Athletic
Director, "organizations like the

National Academy Advisor’s
have
(NAAA)
Association
worked at helping college athletic programs tackle the special
problems of students who are
also athletes."
SJSU has approximately 300
athletes, most of whom are
required to use some of SASS’s
services.
Student-athletes practice a
maximum of 20 hours a week,
are required to declare a major
in their sophomore year. They
must also periodically see an
adviser in their major.
"A lot of people think athletes
are given a free ride, but in actuality they are asked to do a lot
more (than other students).

Nobody here is getting a free
ride," said Ted Edwards, SJSU
men’s gymnastic’s coach. "In
addition to carrying a full load
of courses, these athletes are
training 3 1/2 hours a day, six
days a week. And they have a
long competition season."
The SASS program is supported through the university’s athletic budget.
Sports
Fan,
Lawrence
Information Officer for the SJSU
Intercollegiate
of
Division
Athletics, didn’t know what proportion of the athletic department’s budget is set aside for
SASS.
A major achievement of SASS
is the full utilization of the ser-

vices available through Student
Developmental Services (SDS).
SDS, in a special arrangement
with SASS, has taken over the
tutoring component of SASS
which Brennan says the athletic
department has had difficulty
implementing with full success.
SDS has included student-athletes in its program to provide
students with academic services such as workshops on
effective study habits and time
management.
Next year SDS will also monitor the academic progress of
student-athletes.
Another service of SASS is the
Wellness Program. It is a service
designed to meet the health and

Classz ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
nukes no claim for products or
sen4ces advertised below nor is
them any guarantee Implied The
classified carnets of the Spinal
Daly consist of paid advertising
and ofhwings are not approved or
verified by the newsman.

VOLUNTEERS
BE A FRIEND!
Caring and friendly volunteers
needed to help individuals
with mental illness become
independent! Flexible hours!
Training and support given.
Gain practical experience for
psychology, social work, OT.
nursing or related fields.
Call Marne or Teresa at
408/526-1288 or 408/261-7777.
VIETNAMESE - AMERICAN
students needed to participate in
research on ethnic identity &
bicultural ism. Call 286-1322 for
die information.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
$35 FR93 Pad to non -AT&T users
to try AT&T. 1-415-435-8633.
Also, great fundraiser for club!
GRAND OPENING!
Scarlett’s Corner Arts & Crafts
Boutique. Featuring art works of
SJSU students, unique gifts, and
more. Visit us & receive a special
student & faculty discount rate on
}car purchases. At Scarlett’s Caner,
there is always a chance to make
money on your arts & crafts!
411 E. Campbell Ave. Campbell.
Open - Mon -Sat: 11-7, Sun: 11-5.
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Exams and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800) 6543225.

Phone: 924-3277 U FAX: 924-3282

TRAVEL
REALLY CHEAP TRAVEL
Discount Airline Tickets
International / Domestic
Student Packages Available
Mexico. Hawaii, Disney.
Call for Lowest Fares
Everywhere, all the time.
Great American Traveler
408-984-6607.

SCHOLARSHIPS
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
"Shadowhawk Enterprises" will
find it for you. Recorded
message gives details.
510-490-2685 ext. 112.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS’ Over
$6 Billion in private sector grants
& scholarships is now available.
All students are eligible. Let
us help. For more info. call
1-800-263-6495 eat. F60412.
NEED MONEY FOR COUEGE7
For more information,
CALL NOW (209) 532-4868 x112.

EMPLOYMENT
CASHIERS NEEDED at newly
remodeled Chevron. Two locations. Flexible hours. Apply in
person @ 147 E. Santa Clara St.
AFTER SCHOOL CHILD CARE in
my home for 2 Children with
disabilities. Responsible, caring
person needed 2 aftemoons/wk.
$6.00 per hour. Call Jamie at
408-281-1420.
TRANSCRIBE TAPES. 48.61/hr.
SJSU student only. Call Dr. Madden
at 924-3751.

PR PERSON, Fast-growing Nat’l
Franchise involved in graphics/
sign business. Morning hours
great oppty. for advancement.
FAST FUNDRAISER - raise $500 Sunnyvale area. 2437388.
in 5 days Greeks, groups, clubs,
motivated individuals. Fast, COMMUNITY WORK SUPERVISOR
easy - No financial obligation. for adults w/disabilities. 8-4 on
MW-F or T-Th. Full time in summer
1-800-775-3851 ext. 33.
possible. Call Social Vocational
ADOPTION: We’re a happily Services @ 280-2720. EOE.
married couple (preschool teacher/
lawyer) who wishes to adopt a KELLEY SERVICES HAS JOBS for
newborn baby. We will provide a students. Flex hrs, long term. Los
secure loving home, extended Gatos area. Computer data entry
family, and 2 silly Bassett Hound & good communication skills are
dogs who love kids, tool We will required. Fax resume to Rachel
love this child with all our hearts. 408-261-7044.
If you are considering adoption
$ DRIVERS $
please call us, Amy/Ken at 1Excellent 2nd job
800.996-9474. Legal/Confidential.
Takeout Taxi
Restaurant Food Delivery Service
Earn
$9
to $11/hr. Flex hrs.
FOR SALE
Own Car, Good DMV & Ins. Req.
San Jose or Cupertino Area
MAC PLUS W/EXTERNAL M.D.
Cal 406.3649000.
Computer good - H.D. needs
work. Includes some softFUN SUMMER JOBS- Directing
ware. $200. obo. 924-3269.
Jr. -High or school age camp,
June 19 - Sept 1. $276-$450 a
NEW FUTONS!
week. For info call South Valley
Full Set: $119.
Family YMCA at 226-9622.
Queen Set: $129.
Includes frame & futon. Fabric
TRAINEES NEEDED
BARTENDER
futon.
thick
6
inch
with
choices,
The lowest prices in the Bay Area. Earn to $20./hr. Day/Eve, 1 or 2
(415) 968-9933.
classes.
week
Call 926-1851.
1640 Rem uda Ln. San Jose, CA. International Bartenders School.
Powerful 100% UNIX Cotillion*
Operating System for your Desktop PCI Enjoy the true multi-tasking & multi-user operating system.
Full featured UNIX with X-Windows,
TCP/IP, NFS, compilers and all
applications for 386 & higher
PCs. All for a price of DOS,
only $39.95. Tel: 408-727-3883.
Fax :4013.727-3882.

SPORTS/THRILLS
SPORTS SCORES 8 INFO
Nationwide, up dated extry 15 min.
1-900-988-2704- $2.49 per min.
Age 18 + 8, touch tone phone
required. In Une # 9, Sartlose, CA
(213)9939450.
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
sirvdrvingl Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft. 5150
student owned and operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-834-7575

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for NonGood Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multkar"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST.
Work for environmental justice.
P/T evening positions for
articulate and motivated persons with opportunity for
advancement, travel & benefits.
SANDWICH MAKERS $7.00 hr. Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition.
10:30am.-2:30 pm. Tues. Wed. Call 288-7882, 1- 4pm. E.O.E.
ThLr. & Fri. Apply 848 N. First St. Si.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up
SUBSTITUTES. Small World to $2,000+/month. World travel.
Schools is hiring students to work Seasonal & full-time positions. No
as substitute teachers in our 19 cap necessary. For info. call
preschool and school -age day 1-206-634-0468 ext. C60413.
care programs. Prefer 6-12 units
in Child Development, Recreation, TELEMARKETER NEEDED. Must
Psychology, or Education. This have strong communication and
is a great posiiton for both male customer service skills. Flexible
or female students. We can work schedule. 3-5 hrs/wk. $9.00/hr.
around most school schedules Call Thuy 485-4797.
even if you are only available 1. or
2 afternoons a week. Call our BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS. Hiring
Corporate Office at 408257-7320. today. 5 part time positions
available. Starting at $10/hour,
SPORTS POSITIONS. Tennis up to $250/week. Jobs filled 1st
instructors & other sports coach- come 1st serve basis. Call
es needed to staff large programs 408-249-8446 today!
in West Massachusetts for a boys
& a grls strnrner camp (6/14-8/20). GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help
17& 11 courts with lake, pool & all a childless couple become
other sports. Free room & board, family. Carry a child for an
tare! ecenses & satin. Terms train infertile couple. Excellent
ing under USPIA/USPTR certified compensation: $17,000 +
professional. Write: SUMMER. 3411 expenses. 800-308-7367.
Humphrey Awe. Rictrnad, CA 94804
$13.00 PER HOUR TO START!
or call Steve at (510) 237-9384.
Sales -Weekends & Evenings.
for information ad apacajons.
Green Thumb Lawn Service
Start this Saturday.
ARTS & CRAFTS FIELD. FT/PT.
4082538818.
General office + retail. Will train.
Travel 8, no travel available.
Responsible only. Bob 984 4003. ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT!
Earn thousands this summer in
canneries, processors, etc.
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
Male/Female. Room/Board/
with scheduled increases,
Travel often provided! Guide.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Guaranteed success! (919) 929Full-time or Part-time
4398 ext. A1070.
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
FULL TRAINING
AA
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! Earn
BENEFITS
EXCELLENT
Big $$$ + Free world travel
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
(Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii, etc).
Medical/Dental Insurance
Summer/Permanent, No exper.
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
nec. Guide. (191) 929-4398 ext.
Apply: Mon. Fri. 8am - 5pm,
C1070.
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Near 101 at Sal Tomas Expressway.
$S AIRLINE JOBS $S
To $14/hr. No exp. Will train.
Tktng. Reservations, Ramp Svc.
INSIDE SALES, PART-TIME
Baggage, Flt. Attnd. To apply +
flex hours, for outgoing telephone
receive job info (all areas) call
personality for National Ad Co.,
(415)487-6200.24 his Future.
near SJSU. Beverly 995-5905.

SMALL BED STORE close to
SJSU. General help/Mgr. Trainee.
FT/PT flextime. Will train Computer
literate a +. Informal atmosphere,
jeans OK. Mark 294-5478.

TEACHERS Many Opportunities
FT/PT positions for preschools &
school-age day care programs.
Great job for male or female
students. Prefer 6-12 units in
Child Development, Recreation,
Psychology, or Education.
Advancement & growth, great
benefits for fulttime. Many times
we cart work around your schedule.
Call Small World Schools
408-257-7320.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900, M-F, 8.5pm.
DOES TOM SURIMER JOB SUCK?
Earn $1,880 a month and
enhance your resume working
for our 128 year-old company.
Call 292-2034 for more details.

HEALTH/BEAUTY
50% Discourin
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st, 1995.
4083793600
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell, CA 95008.
HAVING A BAD HAIR DAY?
Say no morel Come to Multicuts
Beauty Salon. We guarantee the
Best Haircuts, Styles, Perms and
the Best Customer Service in town.
Students & Faculty: Bring I.D. 8,
receive a discount on any service.
Multicuts is located inside The
Multicultural Center, 605 S. 2ie St.,
corner of Reed. Walk-in Welcome,
or call now for appt. 297-7589.
Ask for Ans. a Professional Stylist
for a.er 12 years. English/Spanish.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
readers
should
be
Classified
reminded that, when nuidng
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate al Arms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
%mations or merchandise.

SERVICES
TAX PREPARATION SERVICE
Days, Evenings, Weekends Appt.
Pick-up/Deliver, Reasonable Rates.
Certified, Accurate, Jay 254-3524,
RESUME PREPARATION by
member of Prof. Assn, Resume
Writers. Reasonable rates.
Cochrell’s Professional Resumes.
(408)3566782.

NEED YOUR OWN SPACE? if
you’re looking to live on your own,
we have the perfect home for you!
ROOMMATE WANTED, share clean Studios from $520. Jr. 1 Bdrms
2 be. 2 be. W/D, pool, spa, cable, from $595. Call Timberwood
5mi. SJSU. S395/mo. 947-1056.
Apartments at 408.5784800.

ROYALE APTS. 2 bdrm./1 bath
Rent starting at $710. a month.
Free cable. Laundry room.
ONE BEDROOM HOUSE - 450 sq. 9th & E. William St. Call AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processog!
ft. Newly remodeled - $550/mo. Tricia or Robert 971-0869.
Theses, Term Papers, Nursing &
No pets. Non-smoker. Quiet
Group Projects. Resumes. Letters.
person. Call 297-3532.
Manuscnpts. at WordPerfect 5.1.
TYPING
I+ Laser I. Alt formats, specializing
STATE HOUSE APTS
FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE! in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
508 So. 11th St.
2 Bdrm/2 Bath - $725-$775/mo. Accuracy is my specialty. Fast turn grammatical editing. Free MSC
around. Resumes, student papers. storage. All work guaranteed!
Security type building
correspondence. Worked with SJSU Wary free, dependable, and prompt
Close to 5)50
students for 15 years. Located 10 service. To wed asappontrnent, call
Free basic cable service
minutes from campus. Reasonable now to reserve your time! Call
New management
Well maintained bldg.
rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!! PAM 247-2681 (Elam-8prr m Plus
Ajob well the. always. Call Jane at
Additional JOKPer Referral
Mgr. 408.295-5256.
Perfect Paper, (408)937-0373.
NORMA’S TYPING SERVICE
ROOM TO ROAM!
Evening/Weekend appts. Avail
Over 1100 sq. ft. of living space
Fax Modem/HP LaserPrinting
in our huge 2 bedroom condos. WORD PROCESSING
Resumes. Letters, Theses.
Split Master Suites, W/D, A/C.
Spreadsheets, Copyrng. etc.
& more. Woodland Meadow. WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
I CAN MEET YCUR TYPING NEEDS
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
408-441-7600.
Low charge by page
Term papers Group projects
keilabe arycirne after 12:00pm
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. *Thesis Letters Applications
call (4081238-5089.
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. Very clean. Resumes *Tape transcription, etc.
Security type biog. Laundry. Cable. Nursing/Math/Science/English.
Ample parking. Quiet with good Laser printer. Days & evenings, EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
neighbors. Walk or ride bike to 7days. SUZANNE, 446-5658.
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
school. Responsive management.
spell check and storage. APA,
We take advance deposits. I HATE TO TYPE!""""
$720 -$770/mo. Call 288.9157. If this got your attereiron, give your Turabian and other formats.
self a break. Let me do It for you! Resumes, editing, graphics
GATEWAY APTS. 148 E. William Resunes, tarn pspers & theses. APA and other services available.
St. 2 bdrm/2 bath. Security type format. $2.00 per double spaced Masterson’s Word Processing.
5.00
minimum. Cal Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449.
/
building. Underground parking. page
Close to SJSU. Free basic cable. Pick-up and Delivery - $2.00.
Game room w/ ping pong & pool Cash only. Call Julie - 445-0707.
table. Laundry room. Rent starting
at $750./mo. 947-0803, Noel or
Rosalind Luna.

RENTAL HOUSING

WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today WALK TO SJSU. The Sands Apts.
for free phone consultation: 460 So. 10th St. Carport and
(415) 525-0505...ask for Daniel. laundry. 2/bdrm. - $675 mo.
1/bdrm $500. mo. Manager in
apt. 10 or call 2939840.
OPEN ADOPTION
very
best
start
in
gave my son the
life. I CHOSE his parents & we care 2 BORK MAMMA’ $780/910.
deeply about each other. If you’re Security type building
pregnant & not sure what to do, Secure Parking
Close In
call me, May, at nonprofit Center
Modern Building
40848148343.
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
WRITING HELP. Professional
editing, rewriting, proofing, ghost- Village Apts, 576 S. 5th St.
writing. Letters, reports, books, (408) 295-6893.
essays, theses, articles. etc. For
more info please call Dave Bolick, LESS THAN $300 FOR RENT
510401-9554. VISA/MASTER- per person in an enormous 3 barn.
apt. (based an 3 person occupancy}
CARD. FAX. Emergencies 0.K
Within biking distance to SJSU
or jump on Light Rail.
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
Close and Quiet
and BRAKE INSPECTIONI
Washer/Dryer Hookups
Student Discounts,
Air Conditioning
Big-O-Tires, 2336 El Camino
Triple.wide closets
Real, Santa Clara.
Fitness Center
Mon. Fri: 8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 to4
Billiards / Ping Pong
261-4430.
Basketball / Tennis
MEN 8 WOMEN - BARE IT ALL! Pools / Spa
Indoor Raquetball Court
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or Large 2 x 2 also available.
Prices won’t last.
using chemicals. Let us perma279-2300
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Summenvind Apts.
Back -Chest Lip - Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt. 2 BORM APT S660/Mo. Modem
1/2 price if made before June 1, Appliances, Carpets. Blinds.
1995. Hair Today Gone TOMO/TON, Clean. Carport. Near campus.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, 350 So. 10th St. Tel. 280-5192.
Campbell . (408(379-3500.

FOR NanoNAL / Macy RATES cau. 408-9243277
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Two
Days
$7

3 linm
4 liniee
$8
$9
linos
$7
$10
$S
Nose
$t for each additional line.

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five Address
Days
$13 City slam
$14
Pnone
$15
$16
Send check a money order to:

After the fifth Any, rate Increases by VI per day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
SEMESTER

RATES

3-9 Ines: $70 10-14 lines: $90
15-19 lines: $110

Please check

/

one classification:
Op code

Spartan Daily Clasalflitele
San Joao Stan, Unevorsity
Sank’s*, CA 95192-0149
MI Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10.00 a m two weekdays before publication
No refunds on cancelled ads
MI All ads are prepaid
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL 14001/1944277

CALL. MARCIA 266-9448
20 yea’s expererae
Edit/Format Specialist for
Projects/Term Papers/Resumes
APA Turanian
MLA
Grammar. Ftrictuat at. Pre srg
Tables/Charts/disk edit
Iftemetleme Studers Wakens
10 minutes from campus!

SHARED HOUSING

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

One
Day
$5
$e

Completion Awards since SASS
began, making SJSU the national
leader for earning such awards:
79 had grade-point averages of
3.0 or higher for the 1994 spring
semester
Five of the SJSU’s nine student -athletes nominated to for
All America honors, received
them.
In a summary released by
SASS, Fan wrote, "The Division
of Intercollegiate Athletics is
pleased with the improvement
in the student-athlete retention
and graduation experience."
He went on to write, "This
(the program) should result in a
quality educational experience
for our student-athletes."

social needs of athletes.
Edwards, the coordinator, utilizes three $500 grants from the
NCAA to hire speakers on such
topics as AIDS, alcohol awareness, and dysfunctional family
behaviors.
Other SASS services include
academic and psychological
"Project
and
counseling
Teamwork," a community outreach program which matches
student -athletes with at -risk
youngsters in the community.
Fan said that significant
strides have been made to
improve academic retention and
success.
Fifty student -athletes have
Degree
NCAA
received

_Campus Clubs* _Rental Housing
Greek Messages* _Shared Housing*
_Real Estate
_Events*
_Announcements* _Services
_HeaithrBeauty
_Lost and Found**
_Volunteers*
_Ride Share*
_insurance
_For Sale*
_Autos For sae _Entertainrner:*
Travel
_Electronics*
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Word Processing
_Employment
_Scholarships
_Opportunities

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

DAILY
CROSSWORD
answers will appear in the
hr

ACROSS
1 Conceal
5 Radio part
9 Comedian
Chevy14 Too
15 Actress Adams
16 Unfounded
report
17 Impudence
18 As a specific
instance
20 Apprehensively
22 Bad
23 McMahon and
Mannaro
24 Naval off
25 Swapping
28 Be in debt
29 Schoolbook
30 Actress Wray
31 Shoestrings
34 Animal skins
35 Mischief-maker
36 Composer
Stravinsky
37 Clutches
38 Female
sandpipers
39 Actor Chaney
40 Writer Fnedan
41 Child
42 Singer
Garfunkel
43 Mines output
44 Life story, for
short
45 Chewy candy
47 Tub
48 - -relief
51 Priests robes
52 Highway sign
54 Spikers sport
57 Optimism
58 Change
59 Singer Guthrie
60 Roman road
61 Bright lights
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DOWN
I Fuzzy
2 Large antelope
3 Capri and Man
4 Actress Albright
5 Give the
meaning of
6 Objects of
devotion
7 Spacious
8 Actor Majors
9 Ties
10 Damp
11 Made louder
12 The sun
13 Before
19 Persian king
21 Makes a dress
25 Lingerie item
26 Appointed
27 Nomadic cult,

11

37
38
40
41
44
46
47
48
49
50
52
53
54
55
56

Above poet
Leans
Fragrant shrub
Marketplace
Choir voice
Lodging
place
Unorthodox
belief
- Grande
Winnipeg
Blue High -flying toy
Vote
Director
Woody Country
estate
Plunder
Poplar
Harsh
Filly
- Donahue
Delivery truck
Bullfight cheer
Prohibit
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62 In apple-pie
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63 Football great
Swann
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Evans
From page 1
said.
"He was on the CSU payroll,"
Bentley-Adler said. "He was special assistant to the chancellor
before his position (as vice
chancellor) was finalized by the
board."
During this time Evans’ salary
was at the same level as his present salary.
After discovering that Evans
didn’t get the job for SJSU president last Dec. 12, CSU chancellor Barry Munitz showed interest in keeping Evans within the
CSU system, Bentley-Adler said.
The board
of trustees
planned to discuss the appointment in a January meeting, but
decided to hold off until March
because Evans was still SJSU
president and Munitz had yet to
finalize Evans’ job description,
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bye on a national level says coach Azmy Ibrarham.

From page 1

Serving the table tennis communit4
From page 1
Colorado in 1960. and for the last 25 years
has been a professor of sociology at SJSU.
Twenty years ago, Ibrarhim founded
SJSU’s Table Tennis Club because the
nearest club, in San Francisco, was demolishing its building.
In addition to starting the tennis club,
Ibrarhim wears many hats. He is the adviser, director and coach of the club.
"We have highly competitive players on
a national scale." Ibrarhim said.
Khoa Nguyen. an SJSU tennis club member ranked number three in the nation.

recently was asked to represent the
United States at the Table Tennis World
Championships in China in 1995.
On Feb. 25-26, SJSU member Duc Au
represented SJSU at the Intercollegiate
Table Tennis Tournament in San Diego
and placed first.
Even though SJSU students have priority to join the club, the community can
participate as well.
Sally Dahlin, a 17-year-old student at
Milpitas High School, is considered an
Olympic eligible woman. She is ranked
10th in the nation for women under 18 and

has practiced seven years at the SJSU
table tennis club.
"I like it a lot. It is really competitive and
it takes a lot of skills to play," Dahlin said.
To become a table tennis player at a
higher level, practicing five to seven
hours a day becomes a must, Ibrarhim
said.
Table tennis does not discriminate
against sex, disability, or skill. Everyone
can learn how to play, Ibrarhim said.
"It’s a really great sport, and it’s good
exercise," Ibrarhim said, "It beats watching TV."

Remedial: Not the job of college classes
From page 1
budget is not part of the subcommittee’s agenda.
"Money has nothing to do
with it," he said. "There is just
no reason why a student, who
wanted to go to college, should
leave high school, then have to
redo his work in college."
At San Jose State University,
remedial education accounts for
a relatively small percentage of
courses offered to first-time and
re-entry students. said Lewis
Bundy, director of student
development services.
This semester 360 students
are enrolled in remedial English
courses, with an average of 50
more students enrolling each

fall semester, said Denise
Murray, chair of the linguistics
and language development
department.
In the mathematics department, the number of students
taking remedial courses jumps
to about 600, while students taking freshman mathematics
courses totals about 550, a math
department spokeswoman said,
"We have to be a lot more creative about how we develop student skills," Bundy said. "We’re
always going to have talented
students who won’t be talented
all across the board.
"It’s self-serving to say the
(CSU) institutions are going to
become more elitist than they

already are. That isn’t based in
any reality. As long as we have
this wide range of students, it’s
the state institution’s responsibility to educate them."
High school, Bundy said, isn’t
the problem.
"We have a responsibility to
make our students ready for
what we have to offer," he
said."It is much too easy for an
institution like ours to point the
finger at high schools when
we’re the ones training the
teachers."
For SJSU linguistics professor
Rebecca Cooper, offering remedial courses is a crucial part of
education.
"One of the best things about

sidered for a job. these applicants are required to give up all
their rights under anti-discrimination statutes." said Linda Foy,
a lawyer for Mel Thompson of
Corte Madera.
She said she never heard of a
waiver as broad as the one
required by Burns International
Security Services, the nation’s
largest security guard company.
But some employers require job
applicants to relinquish a more
limited number of rights, Foy
said.

Although the ruling is not
binding on other judges, Foy
said she hoped it would be persuasive.
Joe Allen, a spokesman for
Borg-Warner
Chicago-based
Corp., Burns’ parent company,
noted that the ruling was unrelated to "the propriety of using
the survey of workplace attitudes as a screening tool."
He said the company was
confident that its application
test would eventually be
upheld.

After talking with car dealers
specializing in selling new
cars, I was under the impression that these dealers promote
used cars that are of the same
brand as the new cars they
sell. The next logical step was
to consult a car dealer specializing in all makes rather than
just one.
Christopher Berrios, an auto
broker from Auto Connection,
said the most reliable used cars
are 1988 to 1992 Hondas.
"Hondas are excellent cars. We
get a lot of young people, people in college, who buy them."
"With any car you should
have it inspected by a mechanic. Dealers offer guarantees
and warranties," he said. "When
purchasing from a private
owner, you might be getting

a salvaged car.
"You don’t know if it’s been
wrecked or how it’s been taken
care of," Berrios said. ’We buy
cars that have only one owner.
And we only buy cars with service records. We stay away from
problem cars. We have an onsight mechanic who inspects
the cars."
If you’ve had your fill of car
dealers and want to buy a used
car from a private party, the San
Jose Mercury News seems to
have the most extensive list of
used cars of all the newspapers
in their classified section.
Another good place to look
are weekly used car magazines
that have a picture of the car,
such as "Auto Buys," which is
free at restaurant lounges and
convenience stores.

fired a gun without intending to
kill another person.
Under current California law,
first-degree murders committed
under certain circumstances
during a robbery or rape, for
example can result in a death
sentence.
Campbell said his bill would
have required prosecutors to
prove the same special circumstances before winning death
sentences but would not
require that a killing take place.
"Remove from the elements
of the crime the killing of a person, substitute the requirement
that a firearm be intentionally
discharged and everything else
goes through as before," he
said.
Sens. Quentin Kopp, I-San
Francisco, and Dan Boatwright,

an American education is that
we provide opportunities for
people to learn when they’re
ready," said Cooper, who teaches courses in remedial English
and grammar for writers.
"We’re getting students who
come from different language
backgrounds who need practice
in writing," she said. "Writing is
a practiced skill that doesn’t
develop overnight."

D-Concord, joined Campbell in
voting for the bill. It was
opposed by Sens. Bob Beverly,
R-Long Beach, Milton Marks, DSan Francisco, and Diane
Watson, D-Los Angeles.

Stanford University
Medical Center
research study offers

Twenty weeks of
free treatment for
Bulimia Nervosa.
Women between the
ages of 18 & 50
call (415) 723-2242

Free Consultation with this Ad
Acne and Scar
Treatment Center
Fast Results-No Drugs
Affordable

Before

408-257-5481
La Rose Skin Care
Cupertino Medical & Professional Center
10311 S. De Ania Blvd. #4

After

THE MOST IMPORTANT
CAREER STEP YOU
EVER TAKE MAY
START IN SENEGAL
4
orrik iimrse.

Job applicants can sue, judge says
SAN FRANCISCO (Al") A
federal judge says an employer,
accused of using political questions in an employment test,
can’t require job applicants to
give up the right to sue.
The ruling last week by
U.S. District Judge Marilyn Hall
Patel was the first to declare
a rights waiver signed by a
job applicant invalid under
California law, attorneys for a
rejected security guard applicant said Tuesday.
"In exchange for being con-

Bentley-Adler said.
His son Jonathan Evans, a
recent SJSU graduate in psychology said, "I’m positive (our family) is very pleased. We’re happy
with the way things are going."
"I’m very excited," said
Evans’ wife Carol. "I’m pleased
that he Is still able to help the
CSU system."
Evans is not sure if the family
plans to move away from their
San Jose home. "I have to see
how much traveling I will be
doing and if moving is the best
thing for my family," Evans said.
Their daughter Sarah is a
freshmen at SJSU majoring in
political science.
When asked if he missed SJSU
Evans answered, "Of course. I
have good friends there. But
this is a new day, a new opportunity and I love it."

Death penalty
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Some table tennis players practice five to seven hours each day.
The SJSU Table Tennis Club has some players who are competi-
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Used cars
From page 1
He offered this advice for anyone interested in buying a car,
new or used. "Drive it. Price
doesn’t matter."
J.R.. a salesman from Fremont
Ford, said a newer model Ford
Taurus, Tempo or Escort would
be the most reliable used car
someone could purchase. "Go
with a low mileage car that is 2
or 3 years old," he said.
He said dealers offer the
advantage of guaranteeing customers to not purchase salvaged cars. By law, dealers are
not allowed to do that.
"What has been happening
lately is insurance companies
take junked -out cars to another
state, fix them up, bring them
these
back and resell them
cars are unreliable," J.R. said,
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PEACE CORPS RECRUITERS ON CAMPUS
TODAY & TOMORROW!!!
Information Table: Wednesday & Thursday
March 21 -23, 1995
10:00 a.m. - 3:(X) p.m.
Front of Student Union
Information Presentations:
Wednesday, March 22
7:30 - 9:00 p.m.
San Jose Public Library
180 W. San Carlos

Thursday, March 23
12:00 noon- 1:30 p.m.
SJSU Student Union
Montalvo Room

For an application or more information, call Peace Corps
1(800) 424-8580, push 1, then ask for ext. 126
SENIORS APPI,Y NOW!
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